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ABSTRACT

Pressure sensitive paint is a newly-developed optical measurement technique with which

one can get a continuous pressure distribution in much shorter time and lower cost than a

conventional pressure tap measurement. However, most of the current pressure sensitive

paint applications are restricted to steady pressure measurement at high speeds because of

the small signal-to-noise ratio at low speed and a slow response to pressure changes. In

the present study, three phases of work have been completed to extend the application of

the pressure sensitive paint technique to low-speed testing and to investigate the

applicability of the paint technique to unsteady flow.

First the measurement system using a commercially available PtOEP/GP-197 pressure

sensitive paint was established and applied to impinging jet measurements. An in-situ

calibration using only five pressure tap data points was applied and the results showed

good repeatability and good agreement with conventional pressure tap measurements on the

whole painted area. The overall measurement accuracy in these experiments was found to

be within 0.1 psi.

The pressure sensitive paint technique was then applied to low-speed wind tunnel tests

using a 60 deg delta wing model with leading edge blowing slots. The technical problems

encountered in low-speed testing were resolved by using a high grade CCD camera and

applying corrections to improve the measurement accuracy. Even at 35 m/s, the paint data

not only agreed well with conventional pressure tap measurements but also clearly showed

the suction region generated by the leading edge vortices. The vortex breakdown was also

detected at o_=30 deg. It was found that a pressure difference of 0.2 psi was required for a

quantitative pressure measurement in this experiment and that temperature control or a

parallel temperature measurement is necessary if thermal uniformity does not hold on the

model.

Finally, the pressure sensitive paint was applied to a periodically changing pressure field

with a 12.8s time period. A simple first-order pole model was applied to deal with the

phase lag of the paint. The unsteady pressure estimated from the time-changing pressure

sensitive paint data agreed well with the pressure transducer data in regions of higher

pressure and showed the possibility of extending the technique to unsteady pressure

measurements. However, the model still needs further refinement based on the physics of

the oxygen diffusion into the paint layer and the oxygen quenching on the paint

luminescence.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

This thesis summarizes the development of a pressure sensitive paint measurement system

and its application to low-speed testing and unsteady pressure measurements.

Surface pressure measurements are one of the most important measurements both, for

airplane development and for aerodynamics research. Pressure distribution data give us an

insight into the flow field, and they are useful for evaluating the aerodynamic design of an

airfoil or a wing planform. In addition, these data are essential for the structural and

equipment design of the aircraft. For example, detailed pressure distributions enable one to

determine dimensions of the structures and the locations of the air inlets.

In airplane development, more than 300 points of pressure all over the airplane surface are

usually measured in a wind tunnel using a scaled model after the preliminary configuration

is fixed. The most popular and conventional way to measure surface pressures is a

combination of a pressure tap and a pressure transducer, as shown in Figure 1.1. The

pressure tap is a tiny hole drilled perpendicular to the surface and it is connected through a

vinyl tube to the pressure transducer, which converts the pressure into an electrical signal.

In case the pressures at many points are measured at the same time, a mechanical pressure

scanning system such as the one made by Scanivalve has been widely used so that up to 45



points of pressurecan be measuredby only onepressuretransducer. Recently electric

pressure scanning systems such as the PSI system and the ZOC valve are becoming

popular because these electric systems are much faster than the mechanical scanning

systems. However, there are two disadvantages in the conventional method. First, the

conventional method is a point measurement, in which one can measure the pressure only

at a restricted number of points where the pressure taps are located. Consequently, one has

no idea about the spatial variation of the pressure in regions where no pressure taps are

installed. Therefore, one has to make a very careful decision where to put the pressure

taps, depending on what kind of pressure data one is interested in. Second, the

conventional method is costly and time consuming, both in the wind tunnel model

development and test preparation processes. Drilling tiny holes perpendicular to a curved

model surface and connecting them to vinyl tubes is sometimes very difficult, especially for

very thin and small models. In addition, one has to spend a good deal of time connecting a

large number of pressure tubes and checking for leakage through the tubes.

Pressure Tap

__--_ Pressure I

Transducer

Figure 1.1 Conventional pressure measurement technique

Pressure sensitive paint, on the other hand, is a newly-developed pressure measurement

technique in which the surface pressure distribution on an aerodynamic body is measured

optically, with a special kind of paint applied on the surface. Figure 1.2 shows a schematic

of the technique. The painted surface is illuminated by a light source of a particular

wavelength and the luminescence of the paint is measured as a light intensity field. One of

the greatest features of the pressure sensitive paint technique is that it is a continuous

pressure field measurement. One can get much more information about a flow field

because pressure information is available anywhere the pressure paint is applied as long as

optical access to the relevant areas is available. One does not have to spend time deciding

where to put the restricted number of pressure taps, and the paint data are also useful for

the validation of computational fluid dynamics(CFD) codes. Another advantage of this

technique is the much lower cost and shorter time involved in wind tunnel testing and

model development for pressure measurements. With the pressure sensitive paint applied

2



to thesurface,thewindtunneltestmodelno longerneedsa largenumberof pressuretaps

and therefore,the pressuremeasurementcanbe conductedmuchmore easily and less

expensivelyin a shorterperiod. Thisadvantagefinally leadsto afasterandlessexpensive

developmentof theaircraft itself.

Light Source

\\
Pressure sensitive paint

Figure 1.2 Pressure sensitive paint technique

Computer J

The pressure sensitive paint technique, therefore, is becoming more popular, both in

academic and industrial fields. Several research institutes have developed their own paints

and measurement techniques (Ref. 1-9). However, at present, most of the pressure

sensitive paints are not commercially available and these applications are mostly restricted

to steady pressure measurements at high speeds. The reason for this restricted application is

that the measurement accuracy tends to become poor at low speeds where the pressure

difference generated by the air flow is usually very small leading to relatively small signal-

to-noise ratios. Another problem is that the response of the pressure sensitive paint to

pressure changes is too slow to be applied to unsteady pressure measurements.

With this background, the objectives of this research are first, to establish the basic

pressure sensitive paint measurement technique with a commercially available paint,

second, to expand its application to low-speeds and third, to investigate the applicability of

the paint technique to unsteady pressure measurements. These expansions will make the

pressure sensitive paint a much more useful and more popular experimental technique and it

will be applied in solving the aerodynamic problems such as unsteady and complex flow

fields around fighter-type airplanes and helicopter rotor blades.



In this thesis,thebasicmeasurementprinciplesaredescribedin Chapter2 andthedetailsof

the three steps of work: impinging jet measurements, low-speed wind tunnel tests and

unsteady pressure measurements are described in Chapters 3,4 and 5, respectively.

Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the research and discusses some future work.
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Chapter 2 Measurement Principles

2.1 Basic Principles

The pressure sensitive paint is composed of a luminescent substance (luminophor) and an

oxygen permeable binder. Figure 2.1.1 shows the structure of a typical pressure sensitive

paint layer and Figure 2.1.2 illustrates the typical optophysical characteristics of the

luminophor. The basic principle of the pressure sensitive paint technique is a diffusion of

the oxygen molecules into the paint layer and the oxygen quenching of excess energy

released by the lurninophor when excited by a light of the proper wavelength.

The luminophor is excited from its initial singlet ground energy state, So, to a higher singlet

energy state, Si (i > 1), by absorbing a photon energy from the illuminating light of

particular wavelength. However, any higher excited energy state Si (i > 2) is rapidly

relaxed into the lowest excited state S 1 through an internal conversion process. Then it

drops to the ground state SOagain either by emitting a photon with longer wavelength than

it absorbed or through radiationless deactivation processes. Oxygen quenching is one of

the radiationless deactivation processes in which the luminophor in its excited state loses its

energy through a collision with an oxygen molecule and returns to the ground state without

5



emitting light. Another radiationless deactivation process is intemal conversion which

converts the excess energy into heat.

O Luminophor in Ground State _ Oxygen Permlable Polymer

e Luminophor Excited _ White Paint

• Oxygen Molecule _ Model Surface

hv hv' hv

,o ;,o;o<o.
POimSmll PO2=l.arge

Figure 2.1.1 Typical pressure sensitive paint layer

Higher excited state Sl (i>2)

Lowest excited IIIte Sl

hv

Ground State SO

Internal Conversion

.1_eO2

Lumi_or 0 0 0 0
Excitation Emission Internal Oxygen

conversion quenching

Figure 2.1.2 Photophysical characteristics of the luminophor
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When the pressure sensitive paint is applied on a model surface, both the luminophor and

the oxygen permeable binder are dissolved into a certain solvent and then brushed or

sprayed over the white paint layer put on the surface as an undercoat. The solvent

evaporates after the paint has dried and the oxygen permeable paint layer with the

luminophor distributed in it is formed on the surface. The two roles of the white paint

applied between the model surface and the pressure sensitive paint layer are to reflect the

illuminating light so that it is well absorbed by the luminophor distributed in the paint layer,

and to bind the paint layer firmly to the model surface.

2.2 Governing Formulae

In an equilibrium condition, the diffusion process of the oxygen molecules into the paint

layer is subject to Henry's law:

[02] = hPo 2 (2.2. I)

In our surrounding air, the mole fraction of the oxygen is known to be 1"1--0.21 and the

partial pressure of oxygen can be easily replaced by the pressure of air as:

[02] =h (riP) (2.2.2)

Ref. 6 describes the photophysical process of the luminescent substance M as:

Process Reaction Rate

Excitation hv + M _ M* k A

Emission M* _ M + hv' k F

Internal conversion M* _ M + heat k c

Oxygen quenching M* + 0 2 _ M + O 2 kq [0 2]

where * indicates the excited energy state.

quantum efficiency • is introduced as:

= photon emitted
photon absorbed

and it is rewritten using the chemical reactions above as:

To quantify the luminescence from the paint, the

(2.2.3)
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kr

kA
(2.2.4)

In the equilibrium condition, the relation:

kA= kF+ kc + kq [02]

holdsand thereforethe quantum efficiencyisdescriedas:

kr
_=

kr + kc + kq[Ch]

Ifthereisno oxygen, thequantum efficiencybecomes:

kF

1o:+ kc

and the luminescence from the paint is at its maximum value, Io.

(2.2.5)

(2.2.6)

(2.2.7)

Under the same excitation condition

introduced as:

Io _o
-- = -- = I+ a(T)P (2.2.8)
I

where theStem-Volmcr coefficient,

r/hkq
a(T) = (2.2.9)

kr+kc

is a function of temperature because both the oxygen diffusion and the chemical reaction

(oxygen quenching) are highly dependent on the temperature.

at temperature T, the Stem-Volmer relationis

In a real operation at temperature T=To, it is hard to measure Io, the luminescence from the

paint under a vacuum condition, and instead, luminescence, Ir, at a given reference

pressure, Pref, is measured, which yields:

Io(To)
= 1 + a(To)Pref (2.2.10)

Ir(Pref, To)

In the same manner, the luminescence, I, at an unknown pressure, P, yields:

Io(To)
= l+ a(To)P (2.2.1I)

I(P,To)

8



By dividing Eq. (2.2.11) by Eq. (2.2.10), the nondimensional relationship is introduced

as:

Ir(Pref, To) Io(To)/I(P, To) 1 + a(To)P

I(P, TO) I0(T0)/Ir(Pref, To) 1 + a(T0)Pref

= A(To)+ B(To)[ p-_ef ] (2.2.12)

1
A(To) = (2.2.13)

1 + a(T0)Pref

a(T0) Pref
B(T0) = (2.2.14)

1+ a(T0)Pref

and it should be noted that,

A(To) + B(To) = 1 (2.2.15)

Eq. (2.2.12) indicates that once the reference condition is fixed, the relation between the

luminescence ratio (Ira) and the pressure ratio (P/Pref) is expressed by a straight line going

through the point (1,1). Therefore, once the two constants A(T0) and B(To) in Eq. (2.2.12)

are determined through a calibration and reference data are measured, the unknown

pressure (P) can be computed by measuring the luminescence (I) from the paint. This non-

dimensionalization process also eliminates the effect of nonuniform paint thickness and

nonuniform illumination from the light source.

One of the problems of the pressure sensitive paint technique is the rather strong

temperature dependency. As is described above, the Stern-Volmer constant a(T) is a

function of temperature and the formulae of A and B derived in Eq. (2.2.13) and (2.2.14)

are valid only if the temperature is constant between the measurement and reference

conditions. Therefore, any temperature nonuniformity on the surface becomes an error

source unless the temperature distribution is measured simultaneously.

Another problem of the pressure sensitive paint technique is a degradation of the paint.

When the paint layer is illuminated by a light source for a long time, its characteristics

change and luminescence from the paint decreases even under the same pressure and

temperature conditions. If the degradation occurs between the measurement and reference

conditions, the calibration constants A and B change and this leads to an error. Therefore

the illumination of the paint should be long enough for a stable photon absorption but at the

same time it should be kept as short as possible.

9



2.3 Paint Calibration

There are two kinds of paint calibration methods widely used, namely, an in-situ calibration

and an a priori calibration.

In the in-situ calibration, only the pressure tap data obtained simultaneously or under the

same conditions as the paint image acquisition are used for the calibration. In this

calibration, the pressure tap data axe related to the luminescence ratio of the paint

corresponding to their locations. The advantage of the in-situ calibration is that one does

not have to worry about the temperature difference and the paint degradation between the

measurement and reference conditions because these effects are automatically included in

the calibration constants A and B. But, one still needs some pressure taps installed on the

surface.

In the a priori calibration, on the other hand, calibration is conducted using a pressure

chamber where both the pressure and temperature are arbitrary controlled. Once a complete

set of luminescence ratio data at all combinations of temperature and pressure are obtained,

one can handle the temperature change between the measurement and reference conditions.

However, one has to measure the surface temperature accurately and this is difficult if there

is spatial variation of temperature on the model. In addition, there is no way to deal with

paint degradation between these two conditions.

10



Chapter 3 Impinging Jet Measurements

A shop-air jet impinging on a flat plate was chosen as an experimental set-up because it was

a very easy way to generate a desired pressure change and there was no conflict with the

heavily used wind tunnels. A basic pressure sensitive paint measurement system was

established and the measurement accuracy was evaluated through the impinging jet

measurements.

3.1 Experimental Set-up

(1) Experimental set-up

The experimental set-up for the impinging jet measurements is shown in Figure 3.1.1.

(A) Jet nozzle

A brass air hose connector was used as a jet nozzle. The nozzle was connected to the

high pressure supply through a 50 psi line via a regulator. The air hose diameter was at

least 1/4 inch to avoid choking at the minimum area location.

11



Pressure . I IStrain Amp _ PC(LabVIEW) I
Transducer F--i I I I

I Ext. ernal

Trav_'rscR___ _ / _ PC(Imaae G;rabber_ I

(a) Schematic

(b) Painted region

Figure 3.1.1 Experimental set-up for the impinging jet measurements
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(B) Traverse system

The jet nozzle was mounted on a traverse system. The jet nozzle location and the jet

impinging angle were adjusted by the traverse system and the setting was repeatable.

(C) Flat plate

The flat plate was an 8"xll" aluminum plate with 1/8" thickness. The pressure

sensitive paint was applied on a 2" x 2" square region of the surface and the plate was

also equipped with 121 pressure taps for conventional pressure measurements. These

taps are located at the grid points of 11 rows and 11 columns aligned at every 1/4".

Each pressure tap has a 1/64" diameter on the surface and it was connected to the

stainless tube with a 1/32" inch inner diameter and a 1/16" outer diameter. Then, each

stainless tube was connected to the pressure transducer through a long vinyl tube with a

1f16" inner diameter.

(D) Pressure sensitive paint

The pressure sensitive paint used in this research was provided by NASA Ames

Research center. It was a very basic combination of Platinum Octaethyle Porphyrin

(PtOEP) and GP-197. PtOEP is a luminophor originally developed by the University

of Washington and it is now commercially available from Porphyrin Products in Utah

(Tel 801-753-1901). The excitation wavelength is 365 nm in the UV region and the

emission wavelength is 650 nm in red. The chemical formula and the spectral

characteristics of PtOEP from Ref. 4 are shown in Figure 3.1.2. GP-197 is a resin

solution and it is also commercially available from Genessee Corporation in Michigan

(Tel 313-238-4966). The mixture ratio of these two substances was 9.4 mg of PtOEP

dissolved in 100 ml of GP-197, as described in Ref. 4. In the painting process, a

glossy white paint (Krylon 91501) was applied first on the surface as an undercoat and

then the pressure sensitive painted was air-brushed over the white paint.

(E) Light source

The light source used was a UV light with 365 nm wavelength (Electro-Lite

Corporation, ELC-250 Blacklight lamp and ELC-2540 Power Supply). This light was

also borrowed from NASA Ames Research Center.

13



cxacx2_

S
CHaCH2

CH2CH3

Excitation spectrum

[ I I I _ ' _; I '

300 t.O0 SO0 SO0 700

Wavelength [ nm )

Figure 3.1.2 Chemical formula and spectrum characteristics of PtOEP (Ref. 4)

(F) CCD camera

The paint image was recorded by a PULNiX TM-745 CCD camera with a CCU-84

camera controller. The image size of this camera was 512 x 512 pixels and a 50 mm

Nikon standard camera lens was used. A 650 nm wavelength bandbass filter (Melles

Griot 03FIV022) was attached to the lens so that only the emission from the pressure

sensitive paint was captured. The aperture was set to f=1.8 to make the paint image as

bright as possible and the exposure time of each frame was 50 ms in which every other

horizontal pixel row was scanned simultaneously.

(G) Image grabber

The image grabbing board/software used in this experiment was Pixel tool 5.0

distributed by Perceptics Corporation. It is a monochrome image grabber with an 8 bit

light intensity resolution. This system can store up to 16 images in 512x512 pixel array

in its own memory and therefore it is capable of capturing sequential images up to 8.5

seconds interval. This system also has an option to start taking sequential images by an

external trigger signal (positive slope from TrL low to TTL high voltage).

(H) Pressure transducers

Five pressure transducers were used in this experiment. Two of them were the same

pressure transducers with 2.5 psi capa_ty and the other three transducers were 2 psi

capacity. In the impinging jet measurements, all of these five pressure transducers

were used, connected to the pressure taps through long vinyl tubes.

14



(I) Dataacquisitionsystem

A 12bit A/D conversionboard(NationalInstruments)wasusedfor thedataacquisition

of the pressuretransducers. An in-houseLabVIEW program on the MacintoshII

personalcomputerwasusedto controlthetestsequenceandto measurethe pressure
transducerdata.

(2)Testsequence

Testcasesof theimpingingjet measurementsareshownin Table3.1.1 andthenotation

for thisexperimentis shownin Figure3.1.3.

(A) Testsequence

Sevensetsof experimentswereconductedfor eachjet blowing condition. First, for a

givenjet blowing condition,pressuresensitivepaint imagesand pressuretap dataat

five pointsfor anin-situ calibrationwereobtainedsimultaneously.Next, thepressure

tapmeasurementwith 30tapswereconductedfor thesameblowing condition. Then,

threesetsof pressuretapmeasurementswereconductedat 30pressuretap locationsfor

the samejet blowing condition,but the nozzlelocationwas shifted (x,y)=(1/8",0),

(1/8", 1/8") and(0, 1/8"), respectively. As the pressuretaps were alignedin 1/4"
interval, these three pressuretap measurementseffectively increasedthe spatial

resolutionof thepressuretapmeasurementup to 120 points within the paintedarea.

Finally,thenozzlewasreturnedto theoriginal locationandthepressuresensitivepaint
with five pressuretaps measurementswere conductedagain, followed by another

pressuretap measurementat 30 points. A test caseto representthe jet blowing
conditionwaschosenfrom twopressuresensitivepaintresultsandit is indicatedby the
italic bold-facein Table 3.1.1.

For the pressure measurements at 30 pressure tap locations, the jet was blown eight

times under the same conditions. One of the five pressure transducers was fixed to a

specific pressure tap location for monitoring the jet blowing condition and the other

four transducers were switched among pressure taps each time.
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Table3.1.1TestcasesD Impingingjet measurements

Jet blowing condition
D r/D Thetat Pmax

(inch) (deg) (psi)

i

0.298 4 45

0.298 2_ 45
0.298 21 45
0.298 2i 45

0.298 1.08! 45
0.155! 2_ 45
0.298 2 22.5
0.298 21 45
0.298 1.08 = 45

0.298 2 :r 67.5
0.298 2 90

1.4

1.8
1.4

1
1.4

1.8
1.4
1.4
1.4

1.4
1.4

Case
PSP X X

# Tap _ 5 30 30 30 30 5 30
x@Pmax 0 0 1/8" 1/8" 0 0 0

y@Pmax ; 0 0 0 1/8" 1/8° 0 0

31 i 32 331 34; 35 36 37

3a L 39
451 46

52! 53
591 60

! 66 I 67
i 811 82

L 881 89
#95; 96

i #102 i 103
i

40_ 41 42! 431 44

471 481 491 50 51
54: 55 i 56 57 ! 58
61J 621 63i 64i 65
68i 69! 70! 73i 74
83i 841 85 86; 87

90i 911 921 ,i1_3! 94
97! 98! 99! 100! 101

1041 105, 106 #107_ 108
i 109! 110 1111 112= 113 1141 115

Bold number indicates the case used for a parametric

# indicates the 30 points calibration

study

X

Figure 3.1.3 Parameters and notations used in the impinging jet measurements
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(B) Imageacquisition

The sequenceof the imagedataacquisitionis shownin Figure3.1.4. Eachpressure

sensitivepaintimagewasrecordedona 320 x 320pixel array. First, 16dark current

imageswere acquiredwith a capon the lensof the CCD camerato accountfor the
cameradark currentnoise. This sequencewas doneonly oncea day and the dark

currentimageswerecommonlyusedfor the othercasesof theday. In eachcase,16

initial imagesweretakenin advanceto thejet blowingandthen,jet is turnedon and 16

on-wind imageswere taken at the same time as the pressuretap measurements.

Finally, afterthejet is turnedoff, 16final imagesweretaken.All these16imageswere

taken sequentiallyin 1/30 secondinterval. The time required from initial image

acquisitionto final imageacquisitionwas about 15 minutes,including the saving

processof the images.

UV Light ON ['---] r-] r]
OFF

ON [--]
Jet Blowing OFF

Pressure Meas. ON R _ El
OFF

o. 5-]
Image Capture OFF

o.Data Save OFF
Dark Inibal On-wind Final

Figure 3.1.4 Sequence of the image data acquisition

(C) Pressure data acquisition

Pressure transducer data were acquired simultaneously with the image acquisition. The

LabVIEW program controlling the test sequence, sent a trigger pulse to the image

grabber for starting the image acquisition and also generated another pulse at the

moment the last image was taken. For the on-wind condition, pressure transducer data

were sampled at 50 Hz sampling rate from several hundred milliseconds prior to the

first image acquisition to several hundred milliseconds after the last image acquisition,

and then, the pressure transducer data acquired during the image acquisition were

averaged. On the initial and final no-wind conditions, pressure transducer data were

also sampled at 50 Hz and 100 data points were averaged. The pressure measurements

without image acquisition were also conducted in the same way as the no-wind

measurements.

17



3.2 Data Reduction

The sequence of the data reduction is shown in Figure 3.2.1.

Ir : {No-Windl-I)ark

I (On-Wind) Dark

Calibration

(try:
A+B(Pn_ref)

Figure 3.2.1 Flowchart of the data reduction

(1) Averaging

First, 16 images in each of dark, initial, on-wind and final condition were summed up,

which was equivalent to a time average at the same condition. This procedure helped to

reduce the noise, such as canaera shot noise and electro-magnetic interference with some

other instruments and consequently, improved the signal-to-noise ratio of the image. The

effect of averaging in this particular experiment is shown in Figure 3.2.2. For a total of

19 no-wind measurements, the average luminescence at one fixed point using different

number of images is compared with the average of 16 images. As the number of images

averaged is increased, the scatter from the average of 16 images reduces significantly. In

this experiment, the average was limited to 16 images because the image grabber can

store only sixteen 320 x 320 pixel images in its memory.
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Figure 3.2.2 Averaging effects

(2) Luminescence ratio image

The raw luminescence ratio image was generated by dividing the corrected no-wind

image by the corrected on-wind image pixel by pixel. Here, the corrected on-wind

image was generated by subtracting the summed-up dark image from the summed-up

on-wind images and this process took care of the initial drift or offset of each pixel of

the CCD camera. The corrected no-wind image was generated by averaging the

summed-up initial and final images and then subtracting the summed-up dark image.

Then, a final luminescence ratio image was created by applying a two-dimensional

smoothing to the raw luminescence ratio image. This smoothing process reduced the

high spatial frequency component of the image and also enabled the estimation of the

luminescence ratio at the pressure tap locations where no pressure sensitive paint was

applied. The effect of smoothing is shown in Figure 3.2.3, both as a whole

luminescence ratio image and line plots across the image.
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Figure 3.2.3 Smoothing effects
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(3) Paintcalibration

In this experiment,only the in-situ calibrationwas applied to avoid any effect of

temperaturedependencyandpaintdegradation.Therewere30 pressuretapswithin the

paintedareaand the averagevalue of 3x3 pixels squareshapecorrespondingto the
pressuretaplocationswerepickedout from thesmoothedfinal luminescenceratio image.

Figure 3.2.4 shows therelationbetweentheluminescenceratio (k/I) andpressureratio

(P/Pref)at 30 pressuretaplocationsfor Case38in Table3.1.1, with the following jet
blowing conditions:

Jetnozzlediameter

Jetnozzlelocation

Maximumpressure

Jetimpingingangle

D = 0.298"

r/D = 2.0

Pmax= 1.8psi
0 = 45deg

In thefigure, Pmax=l.8psi roughlycorrespondsto (P/Pref)=l.12. Althoughthereis a

linerrelationbetweenthemaccordingto thetheoryderivedin Chapter2, thereare two

distinct linearregions,a largerinclinationaround(P/Pref)=1 anda smallerinclinationin

thehigherpressureregion. Theremightbesometemperatureeffectbecausetheblowing

air was not necessarilyat the sametemperatureas the referencecondition. Another

possibilityis thattheremightbea nonuniformtemperaturedistributiongeneratedby the

impingingjet, asshownin Ref. 10. If the temperatureof the higherpressureregion

wherethejet is really impingingis lower thanthereference,both the oxygendiffusion

andquenchingaresuppressedandluminescenceof thepaintincreases,which leadsto a
lower luminescenceratio(k/I). But the sametendencywasalsofound in the low-speed

wind tunnel testsdescribedlater in Chapter4 and it has probably not beenreported

previouslybecausethis paint has beenalmostexclusivelyused in high-speedflows

whereasinglelinearrelationis obtained.

Becauseone of the big advantages of the pressure sensitive technique is the reduced

number of pressure taps required for the pressure measurements, only five (out of the 30)

pressure tap locations were chosen for use in the in-situ calibration. The pressure tap

locations selected for calibration were located in the vicinity of the maximum pressure

region on the plate and they are shown in Figure 3.2.5.
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A new algorithmwas developedto deal with this two-line calibration insteadof the

theoreticalsingleline. Thealgorithmassumesthecalibrationgoesthroughthepoint (Ix/I,

P/Pref)=(1,1) following the theory, and arrangesthe six sets of (IX/I, P/Pref) in

ascendingorderof thepressureratio

[ 1,1], [(It/I),, (P/Pref), ], ... ,[(Ir/I) 5, (P/Pref)5]

where,

Then, divide

1 < (Fir), < (I/Ir). < (I/Ir)3 < (l/Ir). < (I/IX)_

those six points into two groups:

[0,0] ~ [(Ir/i)j, (P/Pref)j] : 1 <j < 4

[(k/i).,. (P/Pref)_.,] - [(Ir/I)5. (P/Pref)s] : 1 < j < 4

and apply the least square method to determine the two lines:

(IX/I) = Atj + B,j (P/Pref)

(IX/I) = A_j + B2j (P/Pref)

where when j=4, only a single line calibration is considered and,

AIj = Azj and Blj = B2j

Then, the total error for the pressure estimation is given by:

(3.2.1)

(3.2.2)

(P/Pref)k} 2

(3.2.3)

The error is computed for each j and the value which minimized the error is selected. In

case the two-line calibration is applied, the intersection point of the two lines [(Ir/I) c,

(P/Pref)J is also computed.

Finally, the pressure at every point is computed for the two-line calibration by:

(k/i)- Au
P = Pref for (IX/I) < (IX/I)o

B_j

p = (IX/I) - A2j Pref for (Ir/I) > (Irfl),
B2j

and for the single line calibration by:

P = (IX/I) - A,j Pref for all (Ix/I)
B_j

(3.2.4)

(3.2.5)

(3.2.6)

Figure 3.2.6 shows the result of the five point calibration applied to the same case as

before and it shows that the two-line calibration agrees well with the data from the other

pressure tap locations. In this case, the calibration results using five points are,
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(k/I) ---0.3232+ 0.6769(P/Pref) for (Ir/I) < 1.0056

(k/I) --0.7365+ 0.2669 (P/Pref) for (Ir/I) > 1.0056

and the intersection pressure ratio (P/Pref): is 1.0081.

(3.2.7)

(3.2.8)

They are very close to the calibration results computed using all of 30 points in the same

algorithm, which are given by:

(k/I) --0.3743 + 0.6258 (P/Pref) for (Ir/I) < 1.0057

(k/I) --0.7361 + 0.2673 (P/Pref) for (Ir/I) > 1.0057

(P/Pref)° = 1.0088

These two calibration results overlaps each other in Figure 3.2.6 (b).

In case this calibration with five pressure tap data did not work well, the same method

was applied to all 30 pressure taps. The test cases where 30 points data were used in the

calibration are indicated by # symbol in Table 3.3.1.

1.03

1.025

1,015

1.01

1.04

1.035 t ........................................

1.03 I-.-.

1.025

1.015

1.01

P/Pze/

(a)Two-line calibrationand five points

Prl_f

(b) Comparison with 30 points

Figure 3.2.6 Typical paint calibration results
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3.3 Measurement Accuracy

(1) Overall accuracy and repeatability

The pressure sensitive paint results were compared with the conventional pressure tap

measurements to check the overall measurement accuracy. Furthermore, two pressure

sensitive paint results tested at the same conditions at different times were compared to

check the repeatability of the measurement. The test cases compared were Case38 and

Case43 in Table 3. I. 1, with the following jet blowing conditions:

Jet nozzle diameter

Jet nozzle location

Maximum pressure

Jet impinging angle

D = 0.298"

r/D = 2.0

Pmax -- 1.8 psi

0 = 45 deg

Figure 3.3.1 shows a very good agreement among the pressure distribution on the flat

plate generated by interpolating 120 pressure tap data within the image Crop) and a

corresponding pressure sensitive paint result for Case38 (Middle) and Case43 (Bottom),

respectively. The detailed comparison is shown in Figure 3.3.2 along the line, y/D=0

(center line) and y/D=l.2 (near top edge). Two pressure sensitive paint measurements

denoted by the solid line and the dashed line m Figure 3.3.2 agree well and the agreement

with the pressure tap data indicated by the symbols is also very good, both in the high

and low pressure regions.

The difference between the pressure sensitive paint measurement and the pressure tap

measurement defined by:

dp = (Pressure sensitive paint result) - (Pressure tap result)

is computed at 1441 pressure tap locations for 10 cases and plotted in Figure 3.3.3 as a

histogram. The result shows that about 70% of the data is within :t0.02 psi and 98.5% is

within _+0.1 psi.
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(2) Camera and light source location effects

The pressure sensitive paint measurement was conducted for the same jet blowing

conditions with different CCD camera and light source locations. For the jet blowing

conditions of D--0.298", r/D=2, 0--45 (leg and Pmax= 1.4 psi, both the camera and the

light source were located normal to the fiat plate in Case64 and they were located at

around a 45 (leg angle from the flat plate in Case93. The pressure distribution along
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y/D=0 andy/D=1.2 areshownin Figure3.3.4andit is found that the camera and the UV

light source location had a slight effect on the pressure measurements. The other error

sources are evaluated in the next section.

z 3_V-O.0 Z _D-l.e

t i . ! _ t ..............................................i:...............

0.5 ............... :............. _...... _............... 0.S .............................................. : ...............

: i

0 .............. .:................................................ 0 : ...... _'-

-4 -_ 6 z 4 -4 -z o z 4
rdD rdD

u :Camera & UV @90deg

:Camera & UV @45deg

Figure 3.3.4 Camera and UV light source location effects

(3) Error sources

There are a lot of factors which affect the overall measurement accuracy of the pressure

sensitive paint and some of them are listed below for further evaluation.

• Light intensity resolution of the CCD camera

* Shot noise of the CCD camera

* Pressure tap measurement

• Temperature

(A) Light intensity resolution of the CCD camera

The light intensity resolution of the CCD camera used in this experiment is limited to 8

bits and it means that the complete dark to complete bright conditions are divided into

only 256 discrete values. Table 3.3.1 shows some typical pressure sensitive paint data

at sample points in the high and low pressure regions in Case38 described before.
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Allowing a 1count changein any one of the dark, no-wind or on-wind image,the

resultingpressurechangewascomputedusing the two-linecalibrationgiven in Eqs.

(3.2 7) and (3.2.8). Thereis abouta 0.3 psi pressurechangein the high pressure

regionanda 0.1psi in thelow pressureregion. As aworstcasescenario,in caseall of
thethreeimageschangein a directionwheretheerror increases,theerror goes up to

0.56 psi and 0.22 psi, respectively. The higher the pressure is, lower the
luminescence,and this leadsto a smallerdenominatorof the luminescenceratio.

Therefore,one count of uncertaintygeneratesa greatererror in the high pressure

region. Althoughtheaveragingprocessrelaxesthelow resolutionof theCCD camera,

morelight intensityresolutionis requiredfor moreaccuracyandRef. 6 suggeststhatat
leasta 12bit resolutionis desirablefor aquantitativepressuremeasurement.

Table3.3.1Light intensityresolutioneffectsof the8bit CCDcamera

Location x/D

Location y/D
Pressure by tap [psi]

Luminescence @ Dark

Luminescence @ Initial

Luminescence @ Final

Luminescence @ No-wind

Luminescence @ On-wind

Raw Ir/I

Ir/I if (Dark+ 1)

/r/I if (Dark-l)
Ir/I if (No-wind+l)

Ir/I if (No-wind- 1)

Ir/I if (On-wind+l)

IrFl if (On-wind-l)

Ir/I if (No-wind+ 1)& (On-wind- 1)&(dark- 1)

tiP if (Dark+ 1) [psi]

clP if (Dark-l) [psi]
dP if (No-wind+l) [psi]

dP if (No-wind-I) [psi]

dP if (On-wind+l) [psi]

dP if (On-wind-l) [psi]

dP if (No-wind+ 1)& (On-wind- 1)&(dark- 1) [psi]

0.41012

0.000C

0.8468

16.5625

217.62512
221.4375

219.531 "a

213.6875

1.029_

1.0298

1.0295

1.0347

1.0246

1.0244

1.0349
1.0398

0.0084

-0.0083

0.2823

-0.2823
-0.2892

0.2922

0.5647

2.0800

2.1000

0.0000

17.5000
220.4375

222.8125

221.6250

221.4375

1.0009

1.0009

1.0009

1.0058
0.996G

0.996G

1.0059

1.0107

0.0001

-0.0001
0.107_

-0.107_

-0.1071

0.1082

0.215]
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(B) Shotnoiseof the CCD camera

The shot noise of the CCD camera is characterized by the full well depth, Nmax, which

represents the maximum number of electrons counted in each pixel. According to Ref.

6, the pressure resolution Ep is approximately given by:

& 2

P

For a typical value of Nmax=50,000 and atmospheric pressure P= 1atm= 14.695 psi,

ep = 0.003 _ _ = 0.044psi
P

is the error due to the shot noise. Although this is rather large compared to the overall

measurement accuracy, the shot noise effect is also minimized by the averaging

process.

(C) Pressure tap measurement

Generally, a typical overall accuracy of the pressure transducer measurement is about

0.5% of the full scale. For the pressure transducer used in this experiment with a 2.5

psi capacity, the error is:

_Ptap=2.5 psi x 0.005 = 0.0125 psi

Under the reference pressure condition of Pref=latm=14.695 psi for calibration, the

error introduced by the pressure transducer is,

(zkPtap/Pref) -- 0.0125 psi / 14.695 psi = 8.5 x 10 "4

and this is very small compared to the scale used in the calibration.

(D) Temperature effect

As described above in Chapter 2, the basic relation between the luminescence ratio and

pressure ratio is given by Eq.(2.2.12) to Eq.(2.2.14) when the temperature is constant

between the no-wind and on-wind conditions. But if no-wind images are taken at

temperature, T, and on-wind images are taken at temperature, T', Eq.(2.2.8) yields:

I0(T' )/I(P, T' ) 1 + a(T' )P
= (3.3.1)

I0(T)/Ir(Pref, T) 1 + a(T)Pref
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andtherefore,

Ir(Pref, T)

I(P, T' ) [ a(T')Pref ( P )]
Io(T) 1 +

Io(T' ) 1 + a(T)Pref 1 + a(T)Pref

I°(T) [ A(T)+ a(T') I_ef)]- Io(T' ) a--'_ B(T)

,/Pl=A'(T')+B'(T' -_fef

where,

(3.3.2)

A' (T') = _I°(T---._'A(T) (3.3.3)
Io(T')

B' (T') = I0ft) a(T' ) B(T) (3.3.4)
I0(T' ) a(T)

Figure 3.3.5 from Ref. 2 shows the result of an a priori calibration for the PtOEP/GP-

197 mixed using the same recipe as in this study under the reference conditions of

T=25°C and Pref=175 mmHg. From this figure, Io(T)/Io(T') and a(T') can be computed

using Eqs. (2.2.13),(3.3.3) and (3.3.4) as shown in Table 3.3.2 and the temperature

dependency of these two values is plotted in Figure 3.3.6.

To estimate the temperature effect in the present impinging jet experiment from these

data, first the reference condition is adjusted to the typical impinging jet measurements

condition T0=23"C, Pref= 1atm, which yields:

1
Afro) = = 0.3668

1 + a(To)Pref

a(T0)Pref
B(To) = = 0.6332

t + a(To)Pref

where,

a(To) ---0.002271

is determined from Figure 3.3.6. These values are close to the lower pressure region

of the two-line calibration given by Eq.(3.2.7).

Assuming the on-wind images are taken at T'=22, 23 and 24°C, then the luminescence

ratio at typical high and low pressure regions based on the calibration constants

computed above are shown in Table 3.3.3.
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Figure 3.3.5 Calibration result of PtOEP/GP-197 at different tcmpcratures(Ref. 2)
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Table 3.3.2 Temperature effects on the paint calibration

T' [°C ]

25

35

45

55

A'(T')

O.7095

0.7760

0.8805

1.0918

B'(T') a(T')[ 1/mmHg]

O.2905

0.3780

0.5565

0.9114

0.002340

0.002784

0.003612

0.004774

_(T=25°C)/Io(T ')

1.000

1.0937

1.2410

1.5388

Table 3.3.3 On-wind temperature effects

No-wind Temperature T o

On-wind Temperature T'
Stem-Volmer Coefficient a(T')

Vacuum luminescence ratio I0 (T=25°C)/Io(T ')

Ir/I @ P=0.1 psi

[(Ir/I )T']-[(Ir/I)T'=23] @ P=0.1 psi

dP [psi] @ P=0.1 psi

Ir/I @ P=l.8 psi

[(Ir/I )T']-[(Ir/I)T'=23] @ P=l.8 psi

dP [psi] @ P=l.8 psi

23°C
22°C

0.00224

0.9824

1.00261
-0.0017

-0.037

1.07542

-0.0021

-0.119

23°C
23 °C

0.00227

0.9882

1.00431
0

0

1.07756

0

0

23°C
24°C

0.00231

0.9941

1..00895
0.00464

0.101

1.08299

0.00543

0.302

From the table, only a I°C temperature change between the no-wind and on-wind

conditions causes about a 0.002 0.005 change in luminescence ratio, which

correspond to at most 0.3 psi pressure difference for the calibration constants given by

Eqs. (3.2.7) and (3.2.8) in Case38.

(E) Summary

Each error source, except the pressure transducer, has a potential for more than 0.1 psi

error in pressure measurement. The data reduction process, such as an averaging and a

smoothing reduce these errors and finally the overall measurement accuracy of 0.1 psi

was achieved in this experiment.
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3.4 Parametric Study

To demonstrate the static pressure measurement capability and its advantages, the pressure

sensitive paint was applied to a series of parametric studies by varying the jet blowing

conditions. In this study, only one parameter was changed at a time and everything else

was held constant. The parameters used were as follows and the bold-face conditions were

used as the baseline conditions.

Jet nozzle location

Maximum pressure

Jet impinging angle

r/D = 1.08, 2, 4

Pmax -- 1.0, 1.4, 1.8 psi

0 = 22.5, 45, 67.5, 90 deg

(1) Maximum pressure effects

The effects of the maximum pressure on the fiat plate are shown in Figure 3.4.1 with the

maximum pressure on the plate varying among Pmax= 1.0 psi (Case52), Pmax= 1.4 psi

(Case50) and Pmaxffil.8 psi (Case38) with the other parameters fixed at the baseline

values. On the left hand side, the pressure is displayed as the physical value and the

difference in magnitude of the pressure is obvious. However, on the right hand side, the

pressure is nondimensionalized by the maximum pressure, Pmax, and it is easy to see the

pressure fields are similar among these three conditions and that no higher-order effects

are apparent.

(2) Nozzle diameter effects

The effects of the nozzle diameter are shown in Figure 3.4.2 with the diameter varying

between D=0.298" (Case38) and D=0.155" (Case66), with Pmax=l.8 psi and the other

parameters ftxed at the baseline values. Although the pressure fields in the upper figure

look completely different when they ate displayed by physical location and pressure,

these two pressure fields are found to be very similar after the horizontal and vertical

positions were nondimensionalized by the nozzle diameter, and the pressure was

nondimensionalized by the maximum pressure (Pmax) on the plate. In the conventional

pressure tap measurements in which the pressures are measured at fixed points, it is hard

to maintain the same spatial resolution of the measurement in a case like the present one.

But for the pressure sensitive paint, pressure data are available everywhere and a coarse
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interpolationis not necessary.This is one of the advantagesof thepressuresensitive
painttechniqueasa continuouspressurefield measurement.

(3)Jetimpingingangleeffects

Theeffectsof thejet impingingangleareshown in Figure3.4.3 with theanglevarying

among 0=-22.5deg (Case86),45 deg (Case93),67.5 deg (Casel02) and 90 deg

(Casel09)with theotherparametersfixedat thebaselinevalues.As theimpingingangle
increases,thepositivepressureregionchangesfrom anelliptic shapeto acircularin the x

(lateral)directionand the higherpressureregionspreadsin the y (vertical) direction.

From thepressuretapresultsat 0=22.5deg,therewasanegativepressureregionaround

x/D=-0.5, y/D=0. This negativepressureregionwasgeneratedby the flow entraining

into thejet from thenearsurfaceregion. In the pressuresensitivepaint data,this region

is not clear becausethe paint is calibratedonly in the positivepressurerangeand the

measurementaccuracyis thereforenotsogoodin thenegativepressureregion.

(4) Nozzlelocationeffects

Thenozzlelocationeffectsareshownin Figure3.4.4 with the locationvarying among

r/D=l.08 (Case95),r/D=-2(Case93)andr/D--.4(Case36)with theotherparametersfixed

at the baselinevalues. As the nozzlelocationbecomefarther from the fiat plate, the

regionaffectedby thejet becomelarger and the pressure gradient on the plate become

milder, as the jet expands and entrains more air from the surrounding atmosphere.
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Chapter 4 Low-Speed Wind Tunnel Tests

Low-speed wind tunnel tests were conducted to demonstrate the pressure sensitive paint

technique at low speed and to investigate the vortical flow field over a delta wing. The

technical problems encountered in low-speed testing were resolved by using a high

resolution CCD camera and applying proper corrections to the image data based on the

experience from the previous impinging jet measurements.

4.1 Experimental Set-up

A schematic of the experimental set-up is shown in Figure 4.1.1. The experiment was

conducted in th_ subsonic wind tunnel located in the Department of Aeronautics and

Astronautics at Stanford University. This is a closed-circuit wind tunnel and the test

section is 18" x 18" (0.45m x 0.45m) in cross-section and 34" (0.86m) in length.

Although all the walls of the test section were made of Plexi Glas, a portion of the ceiling

was replaced by a 1/8" thickness normal glass to avoid the absorption of UV light and red

light emitted from the paint.
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Figure 4.1.1 Experimental set-up for the low-speed wind tunnel tests
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Figure 4.1.2 Wind tunnel test model
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Figure 4.1.2 illustrates the wind tunnel model and its dimensions. The model was a 60 deg

delta wing with leading edge blowing slots on both sides. The blowing slot was directed at

an angle of 12.3 degr_s downward with respect to the bottom surface of the model and

spanned from x/c--0.078 to x/c=0.917. The slot opening was tapered from 0.0002"

(t/c=0.00026) at x/c--0.078 to 0.025" (t/c=0.0033) at x/c=0.917. The model had a separate

plenum chamber on each side and the blowing air was introduced into each chamber

through a separate hose from the high pressure supply located outside of the wind runnel.

Therefore, the blowing condition on each side could be controlled indeI_ndenfly by

adjusting the valves. There were two models of identical geometry, one was a pressure

model and another was a visualization model. The pressure model was equipped with 44

pressure taps arranged in three rows for the conventional pressure nmasurements. These

models had been used in previous work by C,¢lik et al. (Ref. l I) to investigate the lift

enhancement effect of the leading edge blowing. Force and pressure measurements had

been conducted along with the flow visualization using smoke and surface oil flow both,

with and without leading edge blowing conditions.

The pressure sensitive paint (PtOEP/GP-197) was air-brushed over a glossy white paint

(Krylon 91591) which was appliod first on the whole upper surface as an undercoat. The

measured typical thickness of the pressure sensitive paint layer was 30gin. A Photometrics

14 bit digital CCD camera borrowed from the Fluid Mechanics laboratory of NASA Ames

Research Center was used for the image acquisition to resolve the relatively small

luminescence change observed at low speeds. A 50 mm Nikon standard camera lens with a

650 m bandpass filter was used with the CCD camera. The aperture was set to f=5.6 and

the shutter speed was adjusted for each case so that the images were as bright as possible

without overloading the CCD. A l_ntium 133 Personal Computer was used to control the

camera and to store the images for later data reduction. Both the camera and the UV light

source were located above the runnel ceiling so that the UV light for paint illunm_on went

through the glass portion of the ceiling and the emitted red light from the paint was also

collected through it. The paint data were acquired on a 510 x 510 pixel array in order to

increase the spatial resolution as much as possible. The pressure sensitive paint

measurements were mainly focused on the right-hand side of the model only, as it was

difficult to adjust the lighting and camera conditions for both of the distinct flat surfaces of

the model. Pressure tap data, the plenum chamber pressure of the model (to determine the

blowing conditions) and tunnel free-_ conditions were measured by the tunnel

measurement system (scauivalve) at the same time as the paint image acquisition.
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Thetestconditionsareshownin Table4.4.1. Theuniformflow velocity in the testsection

wassetto 35m/sfor mostcasesto makethepressurechangeaslargeaspossible,although
a flow velocity of 25 m/swasalso usedin somerestrictedcases. The Reynoldsnumber

basedon themodelchordlengthwas4.6x105and3.3x 105,respectively.Threeanglesof

attack(c_-10,20and30deg)wereinvestigatedtogetherwith two sideslipangles(1_---0and
5 deg). Leadingedgeblowing wasappliedonly on the right-handsideof the model in

mostcasessincethe previouswork by Celik et al. (Ref. 11)had shown that the vortex

flow systemon both sidesof thewing werecompletelyindependentof eachotherunder

these test conditions. The blowing conditions were characterizedby the momentum

coefficientof thejet C_ definedby:

(pVj)VjAj

Cp = (l/2)pU2 S

Three blowing conditions were investigated, C_t= 0, 0.03 and 0.06.

As described before, the pressure sensitive paint is also sensitive to temperature. Therefore

in this wind tunnel test, on-wind images were taken after running the tunnel for 30 minutes

to ensure that thermal equilibrium had been achieved on the model. The temperature in this

return-circuit wind tunnel increased appreciably (-5 degrees C) during the initial running

after start-up. Then, the no-wind images were taken immediately after the tunnel fan motor

was turned off and the free-stream velocity in the test section was near-zero. This was

done to minimize the temperature difference of the model surface between on and off wind

conditions.
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Table4.1.1 Test cases -- Low-speed wind tunnel tests

Alpha Beta U
[deg] [deg] (m/s]

10 0 35

10 0 25

10 5 35

20 0 35

20 0 25

20 5 35

CraM Visualization Model Pressure Model

Left Right 16 images 48images 16 images 48 images
0 0 1034 1064 1068
0 0.03 1031 1062 1066
0 0.06 1032

0 0
0 0.03
0 0.06
o o
0 0.03

0 0.06
0.03 0

0.06 0
0 0 1027 1037
0 0.03 1025 1035

0 0.06 1026 1036

0 0
0 0.03
0 0.06

0 0 1044
0 0.03 1045

1063 1067
1084
1082
1083
1102
1098

1099
1100
1101

1055&1076 1071&1081
1053 1069&1079

1054 1070&1080
1074
1072
1073

1092
1088

0 0.06 1046 1089
0.03 0 1047 1090
0.05 0 1048 1091

0 0 1030&1043 1058 1077

0 0.03 1028&1041 1056 1075
3O 0 35

30 0 25
0 0.08 1029&1042 1357 1076
0 0 1040 1051 1087
0 0.03 1038 1059 1085
0 0.06 1039 1060 1086
0 0 1097
0 0.03 1093
0 0.06 1094

0.03 0 1095
0.06 0 1096

3O 5 35

4.2 Data Reduction

(1) Sequence

Data reduction of the pressure sensitive paint images was carried out on a Silicon

Graphics Indy Workstation using Mathworks MATLAB software. The data reduction

was performed in the following sequence, characterized as corrections (steps 1-7) and

paint calibration (steps 8-10). It was designed to extract as much accurate quantitative

data as possible from these images with relatively low signal-to-noise ratios due to the

low testing velocities.
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1. Subtract a Dark image (obtained using the same camera settings) from the no-wind and

on-wind images to account for the camera dark current noise.

2. Sum up (average) the 48 or 16 images for both of the no-wind and on-wind

conditions.

3. Find the model displacement between the on-wind and no-wind images by comparing

theleading edge locations. If the model was displaced, apply a fiat field correction and

adjust the model position in no-wind image.

4. Apply a low-pass filter to both of the summed-up no-wind and on-wind images.

5. Compute the raw luminescence ratio between the low-pass filtered images.

6. Estimate the luminescence ratio at the pressure tap locations and removed pixels such

as flawed paints and scratches, from the surrounding points.

7. Apply the low-pass filter again to the raw luminescence ratio image to create the final

luminescence ratio data.

8. Plot the luminescence ratio data along the lines corresponding to three pressure tap

rows and apply smoothing. Then, pick out the luminescence ratio data at the pressure

tap locations.

9. Calibrate the paint using the pressure tap data and the corresponding luminescence

ratio data.

10. Apply the calibration to the whole image and make a pressure distribution map.

(2) Corrections

Flat field correction in step 3 was applied to make up the difference in the sensitivity of

each pixel of the CCD camera. This correction was necessary only when the model

moved between the no-wind and on-wind images because the luminescence of the paint at

a particular point on the model was sensed by a different pixel in the camera, possibly

with a different sensitivity. In this correction, each of the no-wind and on-wind images

was divided by a flat field image, pixel by pixel. The flat field image was generated by

summing up 16 images of a uniformly illuminated white field.

Low-pass spatial filtering in steps 4 and 8 was applied to reduce the high spatial

frequency component of the images such as spot noise and to compensate for subpixel

movement of the model. The low-pass filter used in this data reduction was a simple 9

component average in which the value at one pixel was replaced by the average value of

the surrounding 8 pixels and itself. In this process, meaningless data such as the

background and the pressure tap locations were omitted from the averaging.
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The effects of the corrections up to step 7 were evaluated for a typical case of a=-20 deg,

13---0deg, U=35 rrds and no blowing. Figure 4.2.1 shows the luminescence ratio along

pressure tap row#1 and its spatial frequency spectrum at different data reduction stages.

Even in the first three cases in Figure 4.2.1, data estimation in step 6 were applied to

make up the values at the pressure tap locations. Without any corrections and filtering,

the data in the top figure are very noisy. Both the flat field/model displacement correction

and low-pass filtering work well by themselves by reducing the high spatial frequency

component. The whole correction process reduces the noise, especially in the high

spatial frequency regions. The effects of the number of images averaged were also

evaluated about the same test condition in the same manner. Figure 4.2.2 shows the final

luminescence ratio along pressure tap row#3 with the spatial frequency spectrum at 4, 12,

24, 36 and 48 averages. The results show a relatively small effect of the number of

images averaged, thus suggesting that, in this particular experiment, the contribution of

shot noise of the CCD camera was relatively small compared to the other error sources.

(3) Paint calibration

As shown in Figure 4.2.1, the luminescence ratio along the pressure tap row was not

smooth enough, even after the corrections had been applied. Picking out luminescence

ratio data for paint calibration seemed to introduce another error source. Therefore, one-

dimensional data smoothing was applied to the data in step 8 of the sequence. In this

smoothing process, each value in the data was replaced by the average of five values

including two forward and two backward values and this sequence was performed 20

times. The effects of this smoothing process are shown in Figure 4.2.3 for pressure tap

row#3 at or=20 deg, fl-.-0 deg, U=35 m/s and no blowing. The left-hand side of the

figure shows a luminescence ratio along with the data to be picked out for the calibration

and the right-hand side of the figure show the relation between the picked-out

luminescence ratio and corresponding pressure tap data on the right-hand side of the

model. Clearly smoothed data show a more consistent relation between them.

The in-situ calibration was applied using the smoothed palm data and the pressure tap

measurements obtained in each case. The paint calibration was conducted separately on

the two sides of the model since there was a large difference in the illumination and image

taking conditions between the two sides. The transformation from the luminescence ratio

data to pressure distribution was also conducted separately for the two sides after locating

the center line of the model in each image. Typical calibration results at et=10, 20 and 30
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degwithout sideslipandblowingatU=35m/sareshownin Figure4.2.4. In this figure,
the horizontalandverticalaxesindicatea pressurechangefrom the no-wind condition

andtheluminescenceratio, respectivelyand22 datapointsat pressuretaplocationsare

plottedfor eachsideof themodel. At cr,=10deg,thepressurechangesfrom theno-wind

condition arevery small and thepoints at eachpressuretap location lie almoston a
straightlineasis describedbythetheory. But at higheranglesof attack,thedatain the

largerpressurechangeregionsshowanotherline with asmallerinclinationthanfor et=10

deg,aswasobservedin thepreviousimpingingjet experiments.In this windtunnel test,

this two-linebehaviorwas representedby a quadraticcurve insteadof thetwo linesfor

simplicity and the linear or quadraticrelationwas appliedduring the data reduction

processdependingon thebehaviorof thedatapoints. In both cases,the mathematical

expressionof thecalibrationwasdeterminedby theleastsquareapproximation.

(4) Light intensityresolutionof theCCDcamera

Thelight intensityresolutionof thedigitalCCD camerausedin this windtunnel testingis
14bits. Thecompletedarkto completebrightconditionsaredividedinto 16,384discrete

valuesandthis is64 timesasmanyasthe8 bit camerausedin thepreviousimpingingjet
measurements.A possiblemeasurementerrordueto thediscretelight intensityresolution

inatypicalcaseof it=20 deg, I_=0deg,U=35 m/sand no blowing wasanalyzedin the

samemannerasChapter3.3 and the resultsare shown in Table4.2.1. The pressure
changedintroducedbyonecountof uncertaintyof thelight intensityis very small both in

high and low suctionregionsand the advantageof the high grade CCD camerais
obvious.
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Table4.2.1Light intensityresolutioneffectsof the 14bit CCD camera

lLocationrdC
LocationS/Smax
Cp

Luminescence@No-wind
Luminescence@On-wind

0.6850
0.1457
-0.2056

7397.3000
7261.9000

Raw Iffl 1.0186

Ir/I if (No-wind+ 1) 1

Ir/I if (No-wind- 1) 1

Iffl if (On-wind+ 1) 1

Ir/I if (On-wind- 1) 1

Ir/I if (No-wind+ 1)& (On-wind- 1) 1

.0188

.0185

.0185

.0188

.0189

dP (dCp) if (No-wind+l) -0.0013

dP (dCp) if (No-wind- 1) 0.0006

dP (dCp) if (On-wind+l) 0.0006

dP (dCp) if (On-wind- 1) -0.0013

dP (dCp) if (No-wind+ 1)& (On-wind- 1) -0.0020

psi (-0.010)

psi (0.004)

psi (0.004)

psi (-0.010)

psi (-0.016)

0.6850

0.7242

-1.7100

5852.1000

5801.3000

1.0088

1.0089

1.0089

1.0086

1.0089

1.0091

0.0045 psi (0.035)

0.0045 psi (0.035)

-0.0092 psi (-0.071)

0.0045 psi (0.035)

0.0133 psi (0.104)

4.3 Experimental Results

(1) Comparison with pressure tap data

Based on the calibration above, the pressure distribution along the three pressure tap

rows at U=35 m/s are compared with the pressure tap measurements in Figure 4.3.1.

The pressure sensitive paint data were computed based on the smoothed luminescence

ratio data along the row. The circles in the figure indicate the pressure tap data.

Generally they agree very well at all angles of attacks and they clearly exhibit the

advantage of the pressure sensitive paint as a continuous pressure field measurement.

Figure 4.3.2 shows the difference in pressure coefficient Cp between the two

measurement methods and most of the points are within _+0.05 in Cp at w=10 and 20 deg.

At or=30 deg, the agreement is not so good as at the lower angles of attack. The

calibration tends to deviate from the quadratic approximation and consequently leads to a

discontinuity of the pressure around the model center line. This is because the vortical

flow over the upper surface becomes unstable at this angle of attack leading to vortex

breakdown, as is further discussed later. The pressure tap data measured by the
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scanivalvein a rathershort time period (severalseconds)might be different from the

averagepressuresensedby thepressuresensitivepaint while48 on-wind imageswere
captured(typicallyatotal timeperiodof 3minutes).

(2) Angle of attack effects

The angle of attack effects at no sideslip and no blowing conditions are shown in Figure

4.3.3 as whole pressure field images. Each of these pressure distribution images was

created from the final luminescence ratio image and any further smoothing or filtering

was not applied beyond step 7 of the data reduction sequence. At _=10 deg, the pressure

on the whole upper surface is almost uniform because the leading edge vortices are rather

weak at this angle of attack. Increasing the angle of attack to 20 deg, clear suction

regions appear on the both sides of the model. These are generated by the leading edge

separation vortices and the inner straight line dividing the near-zero pressure region and

the suction region on each side corresponds to the primary separation line. By further

increasing the angle of attack up to 30 deg, the suction pressures near the apex become

higher, but they disappear at around the mid chord point. This is because the leading

edge separation vortices become stronger as the angle of attack is increased, but then

vortex breakdown occurs around the mid chord and the suction is lost. Figure 4.3.4

shows the smoothed pressure distribution at each angle of attack along eight rows

indicated in Figure 4.3.5. This figure also shows the formation of the leading edge

separation vortex at higher angles of attack. The vortex breakdown can also be detected

at _=30 deg from the stronger suction than e.=20 deg at front four rows and weaker

suction at rear three rows. But clearly pressure sensitive paint is a useful tool to visualize

the whole pressure field and it provides much more quantitative information about the

flow field than conventional oil flow visualization.

(3) Sideslip effects

The effects of five degrees sideslip angle at 35 rrgs with no blowing are shown in Figure

4.3.6 as a pressure field. There is no big change at e.=10 deg, but a broader and higher

suction region on the windward side than the leeward side at a=20 deg indicates that the

vortex on the windward side is stronger and closer to the surface. At a=30 deg, the

vortex breakdown location moves forward on the windward side and backward on the

leeward side compared to the no sideslip case. This is a consequence of the stronger

leading edge separation vortex on the windward side.
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(4) Free-stream velocity effects

The pressure distribution at three angles of attack are compared at flee-stream velocities

of 35m/s and 25m/s in Figure 4.3.7. Clearly the 25m/s images show an inferior quality

because the pressure changes between the no-wind and on-wind conditions are small and

consequently the signal-to-noise ratios are also small, even after a series of corrections.

Figure 4.3.8 shows the calibration results at two free-stream velocities at a=20 deg. The

minimum pressure difference for a quantitative pressure sensitive paint measurement was

found to be about 0.2 psi in this particular experiment.

(5) Model effects

For the model without pressure taps, the paint calibration was carded out using

pressure tap data measured by the pressure model for the same test conditions. The

pressure field images are compared in Figure 4.3.9 and there is a slight difference

between the results from the two models. This indicates that the quantitative pressure

measurement using an in-situ calibration is possible for the model without pressure taps

if the pressure data are available from other sources.

(6) Temperature effects

Although there was a well-behaved, one-to-one mapping between the luminescence ratio

and the pressure in the no-blowing cases, there was no such relation in the blowing case.

Figure 4.3.10 shows some typical smoothed luminescence ratio results along the three

pressure tap rows and the corresponding pressure tap data at a=20 deg with the blowing

condition, C_t---O.06 from the right-hand side slot only. Although the pressure tap data

show only a small change between the two sides of the wing, the luminescence ratio

changes dramatically and consequently the calibration plots show no consistent relation

between the luminescence ratio and the pressure. This is because the temperature of the

blowing air introduced from the reservoir located outside of the tunnel was lower than

that of the free-sue, am in the wind tunnel. The cooler blowing air from the slot was

entrained by the leading edge vortex and scrubbed on the model surface, which produced

local regions with reduced temperatures. Therefore the temperature on the pressure

sensitive paint layer was no longer uniform and the luminescence of the paint was

affected both by the local pressure and the local temperature and even the in-situ

calibration could not deal with this temperature effect. This result provides a very
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importantwarning to the usersof pressuresensitivepaint thattemperaturecontrol or
paralleltemperaturemeasurementis necessaryif thermaluniformity doesnot hold on the

model. However,eventhoughthequantitativepressuremeasurementwasnot possible

in this case,the luminescenceratio imageswith Cla--O,0.03 and0.06 in Figure 4.3.11

providean insight into wherethecoolerblowing air goesandthefigure showsthatthe

leadingedgeseparationvortex indicatedby the lower luminescenceregion is moved
outward by the blowing, as was observedby Celik et al. (Ref. I1) in their oil flow
visualizationstudies.
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Chapter 5 Unsteady Pressure Measurements

Unsteady pressure measurements were conducted to investigate the applicability of the

pressure sensitive paint technique to unsteady flow. The phase lag of the pressure sensitive

paint was made up by applying a fast-order pole type model.

5.1 Experimental Set-up

The experimental set-up for the unsteady pressure measurements is illustrated in Figure

5.1.1. It was the same set-up as the one used in the impinging jet measurements, including

the 8 bit CCD camera and the UV light source. But in the unsteady measurements, the

pressure sensitive paint was applied only to a 1" x 1" square region and the unsteady set-up

also had a mass flow controller. The mass flow controller supplied a periodically changing

mass flow to the jet nozzle and therefore the pressure field on the fiat plate also changed

periodically. In this mass flow control system illustrated in Figure 5.1.2, the compressed

air was divided into two lines and each line was equipped with a valve immediately

downstream of the junction. One of the lines was connected to the motor driven rotating

ball valve, which generated a periodically changing mass flow rate, and it was merged with

another line before they were finally connected to the jet nozzle. This system was capable

of controlling both the mean pressure and amplitude of the oscillation by adjusting the
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valves after the junction. The time period of the pressure oscillation could also be

controlled by the motor speed or the combination of gears connecting the motor axis and

the axis of the rotating valve.

An optical interrupter was attached to the axis of the rotating valve and it generated a pulse

signal once a every rotation. This pulse was used to start both the image acquisition and

the pressure transducer data acquisition exactly at the same phase angle of the periodical

pressure change.

As for the pressure transducer data, three small pressure transducers were directly attached

to the painted area of the plate, right behind the pressure hole to avoid attenuation and phase

delay through the pressure tubing. Pressure data at these three points were sampled at 100

I/z, simultaneously with the paint image acquisition and no filter was applied to the output

of the pressure transducers.

The experiment was conducted at only one jet blowing condition with a 12.8 second lime

period (f=0.078 I-Iz) and the measurement was repeated five times. The pressure sensitive

paint image was recorded on a 80 x 80 pixel array so that the image grabbing board on the

computer could store 64 images in its memory without saving them to the hard disk. In

each of the five measurements, 16 initial no-wind images were taken first and then 64 on-

wind images were taken every 200 ms together with the pressure transducer data. These

on-wind images were taken at the same phase angles of the pressure change in each

measurement by making use of the trigger signal from the optical interrupter. Finally

another 16 images were taken as final no-wind images.

After these five measurements, another set of pressure transducer data were measured with

the jet nozzle location shifted 1/8" both in horizontal and vertical direction to increase the

pressure tap data points in the same manner as the impinging jet measurements. The

effective pressure measuring points are shown in Figure 5.1.3.
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5.2 Data Reduction

(1) Image and Pressure Data Reduction

Each. pressure sensitive paint image was reduced in exactly the same sequence as the

impinging jet measurements. As there were five images acquired at each of 64 phase

angle, the time change of the luminescence ratio was represented by the ensemble average

of these five experiments. Pressure transducer data at point #1 to #3, which were

measured five times simultaneously with the image acquisition were also represented by

the ensemble average of the data at the same phase angle.

(2) Paint response model

The paint response model with the following two assumptions were applied in the data

reduction process of the unsteady pressure measurements.

1. There is a simple first-order pole type relation between the time change of the pressure

on the paint surface, P(t), and the effective pressure, Peff(t), which determines the

luminescence from the paint. Because the pressure sensitive paint works on a diffusion

process of the oxygen molecules into the paint layer and on oxygen quenching, it

cannot follow the change of the pressure on the surface in infinite time response.

Therefore, there should be some phase lag and a first order pole was assumed for

simplicity. This relation is expressed in the Laplace transformation form as:

Pfff(s_.._._2 = K (5.2.1)

P(s) _ + 1

and this relation corresponds to,

dPeff(t)
"r + Peff(t) = KP(t) (5.2.2)

dt

in the physical time domain.

2. There is a linear relationship between the instantaneous luminescence ratio Ir/I(t) and

the effective pressure Peff(t) introduced in the first assumption. This is based on the

basic theory of the pressure sensitive paint and the relation is expressed as:

_1" Peff(t)'l(t) = A + l_L_ j (5.2.3)
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Although thetwo-linerelationworkedbetter,asdiscussedin the previouschapters,the
singlelinearrelationis assumedherein orderto makethedatareductionsimple.

Based on thesetwo assumptions,the time changeof the surfacepressurecan be
estimatedfrom thepressuresensitivepaintdataIra(t) as:

Prefi'l dIr . {_(t )Pest(t) = -B--_'[_ _'T (t) + -A}I (5.2.4)

(3) Paint calibration

In Eq.(5.2.4), there are three unknowns, (x, A, BK). To determine these unknowns,

pressure measuring point #1, where the pressure change in a period was largest, was

chosen as a calibration point. At the calibration point, the time change of the

luminescence ratio Ira(t) was expressed mathematically by a Fourier series expansion

using up to the 10th mode so that the time derivative term could be mathematically

computed. The three unknowns were then determined as the combination to minimize the

pressure estimation error for 256 points (50 ms interval) in a period given by:

256

Error = k _ l'_{Pest(ta')- P(t0} 2 (5.2.5)

Then, once the combination of the unknowns at the calibration point was found through

calibration, they were applied to all other points in the image after the time change of the

luminescence ratio was represented by a Fourier series expansion form.

5.3 Experimental Results

(1) Paint Calibration

Figure 5.3.1 shows the luminescence ratio images in one of the five pressure sensitive

paint measurements along with the pressure change at the pressure measuring point # l,

the calibration point. The calibration result about this point is shown in Figure 5.3.2 and

the values for the three unknowns were found to be:

x = 0.4223 Is]
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A = 1.0233

BK = 0.15942

AssumingB=0.2669, as wascomputedin Eq.(3.2.8) for thehigherpressureregion in

theimpingingjet measurements,thegainof thefirst-orderpole iscomputedas:
K--0.5973

Then,thetimesrequiredfor a90%and99% recoveryto thestepchangeof thepressure

arecomputedfrom x and K as:

For 90% recovery

For 99% recovery

K{ l-exp(-t/x) }--=0.9 t=-'r log(0. I/K) = 0.75 s

K{ 1-exp(-t/x)}--0.99 t=-x log(0.01/K) = 1.73 s

These are faster than the 90% response time of this PtOEP/GP-197 combination (2.5

second) measured in a special chamber at the University of Washington (Ref. 12).

The overall gain of the fast-order pole starts falling down from the cut-off frequency and

it is given by:

2_'fx=l =_ f=l/(2rcx)=0.377 I-Iz

Therefore, from the sampling theory, f=0.188 Hz, which is equivalent to a time period of

5.3s, is the limit frequency for this particular PtOEP/GP-197 type pressure sensitive

paint. But, once more faster paint is available, the same approach described above can be

applied to enhance the unsteady pressure measurement capability.

(2) Estimated pressure

The estimated pressure and the surface mounted pressure transducer data are also

compared in Figure 5.3.3. At the pressure measuring point #6, which is close to the

calibration point, the estimated unsteady pressure, Pest(t), agrees well both in the

pressure rising portion and the pressure dropping portion. However, it shows some

disagreement in the constant pressure regions. One of the reasons for this is that the fast

term of Eq. (5.2.4) is dominant and only a slight discontinuity in the slope generates a

huge change in the estimated pressure. This problem might be solved by increasing the

number of experiments over which to ensemble average and by improving the light

intensity resolution of the CCD camera. At the other points, pressure measuring point #2

which is 1/4" away from the calibration point, the result shows a poor agreement. The

tendencies of pressure rise and pressure drop are captured, but the pressure level does not
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agreehere. This is probablybecausethelocalpressuredecreasesto a level wherethe

assumptionof a single linearrelationbetweentheluminescenceratio (Ir/I) andpressure
ratio (P/Pref) doesnot hold anymore. As the currentmodelassumesa linear relation,
with asmallerinclinationin thehigherpressureregion,asmallerluminescenceratio leads

to a much lower pressurethanis thecase. Trying to dealwith thetwo-linecalibration,
theWholesystembecomenon-linearandveryhardto solve.

(3) Futuremodelrefinement

To dealwith unsteadypressuremeasurementsmoreaccurately,weshouldgetdeeperinto

thephysicsof thepressuresensitivepaint:oxygendiffusionandoxygenquenching.

As is describedin Ref. 13,thediffusionprocessof theoxygenmoleculesissubjectto the
onedimensionalunsteadydiffusionequation:

02[02] 1 _9[O2]

0X 2 - Dm& (5.3.6)

under the boundary conditions:

[02](d, t) = Po2(t)/kT

0[02] = 0 (5.3.7)
- X-0

where X=0 is the paint surface and X--d is the bottom of the paint layer.

Then the time and position dependent oxygen concentration in the paint layer has to be

related to the luminescence from the paint, but the chemical reaction is no longer in

equilibrium and the contribution from each location within the layer to the paint

luminescence should be taken into account.

(4) Faster pressure sensitive paint

In contrast, extensive work has been conducted to develop a faster pressure sensitive

paint, which no longer needs the modeling described above. As long as the luminescent

substance is distributed in an oxygen permeable polymer binder, the response time is

limited because the diffusion process of the oxygen exists there. This problem can be

solved by putting the luminophor directly onto the surface and Ref. 12 reported a faster

paint with a response as fast as a few milliseconds. Some techniques and paints are also
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introducedin Ref. 12 andone of the ways under developmentat the University of
Washingtonis to maketheluminophorabsorbinto finesilicaparticlesandattachingthem
onto the surfaceby glue. But the surfaceroughnesstend to becomecoarseand the

robustnessof thepaintbecomespoor in this kind of paintingmethod. And the biggest
problemis thatthesefasterpaintsarenotcommerciallyavailableatpresent.
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Chapter 6 Conclusions

6.1 Conclusions

(1) A pressure sensitive paint technique using a commercially available PtOEP/GP-197 was

established and applied to the impinging jet measurements.

(2) An in-situ calibration using five pressure tap data points dealt with the two-line

calibration anti achieved about a 0.1 psi pressure resolution in the impinging jet

measurements.

(3) The pressure sensitive paint technique was expanded to low-speed wind tunnel tests by

using a high grade CCD camera and applying a series of corrections to improve the

measurement accuracy.

(4) Pressure sensitive paint applied to a delta wing showed a great capability of the

technique both as a pressure measurement tool and as a pressure field visualization tool

even at velocities as low as 35 m/s.
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(5) Temperaturecontrol or a paralleltemperaturemeasurementsis necessaryif thermal
uniformity doesnothold on themodel.

(6) A simplefirst-orderpolemodelshoweda possibilityto expandthepressuresensitive

paint techniqueto unsteadypressuremeasurements.To improve the measurement

accuracy,further refinementof the model which includesthe physicsof the oxygen
diffusion andtheoxygenquenchingarerequired.

(7) Responsetime of the PtOEP/GP-197wasfound to be0.75s for a 90 % recoveryand

1.73s for a 99% recovery to the step pressurechange. The maximumfrequency
resolvedby thispressuresensitivepaintwasfoundto be0.188Hz.

6.2 Future Work

From the pressure sensitive paint user's point of view, the following ideas are suggested

for possible future work.

(1) More aeronautical and engineering application : The more complicated the flow field is,

the more powerfully the pressure sensitive paint technique can work. A forebody/wing

vortex interaction with tails, a load analysis of the stores and/or bombs installed on the

lower surface are possible practical applications for the fighter type airplane. Flow

fields including separation, such as a high lift configurations of the airplane and flow

field analysis of cars arc possible examples of low-speed applications.

(2) PMT measurement : PMT (Photomultiplier tube) is another option to measure the

luminescence from the pressure sensitive paint. This is a point measurement of the

luminescence and can be applied to the surface where optical access for the CCD

camera is not necessarily good. It is also useful for measuring the pressure of rotating

machinery, such as a helicopter rotor or turbine blade.

(3) Further modeling for unsteady pressure measurement : Further modeling based on the

physics of the pressure sensitive paint is required for more accurate unsteady pressure

measurement.
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(4)Collaborationwith physicistsandchemists:Peoplein theaerodynamicsfield neednot
necessarilyget deeplyinto thedevelopmentof thepaint itself. This work should be

assignedto thephysicistsandchemists,but closecollaborationwith themis essential

for improvingthepressuresensitivepainttechnique.
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